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Recommendations

These recommendations reflect the views and research of the AI Now Institute at New York University. We thank the experts who contributed to the AI Now 2017 Symposium and Workshop for informing these perspectives, and our research team for helping shape the AI Now 2017 Report.

1. **Core public agencies, such as those responsible for criminal justice, healthcare, welfare, and education (e.g. “high stakes” domains) should no longer use “black box” AI and algorithmic systems.** This includes the unreviewed or unvalidated use of pre-trained models, AI systems licensed from third party vendors, and algorithmic processes created in-house. The use of such systems by public agencies raises serious due process concerns, and at a minimum they should be available for public auditing, testing, and review, and subject to accountability standards.

2. **Before releasing an AI system, companies should run rigorous pre-release trials to ensure that they will not amplify biases and errors due to any issues with the training data, algorithms, or other elements of system design.** As this is a rapidly changing field, the methods and assumptions by which such testing is conducted, along with the results, should be openly documented and publicly available, with clear versioning to accommodate updates and new findings.

3. **After releasing an AI system, companies should continue to monitor its use across different contexts and communities.** The methods and outcomes of monitoring should be defined through open, academically rigorous processes, and should be accountable to the public. Particularly in high stakes decision-making contexts, the views and experiences of traditionally marginalized communities should be prioritized.

4. **More research and policy making is needed on the use of AI systems in workplace management and monitoring, including hiring and HR.** This research will complement the existing focus on worker replacement via automation. Specific attention should be given to the potential impact on labor rights and practices, and should focus especially on the potential for behavioral manipulation and the unintended reinforcement of bias in hiring and promotion.

5. **Develop standards to track the provenance, development, and use of training datasets throughout their life cycle.** This is necessary to better understand and monitor issues of bias and representational skews. In addition to developing better records for how a training dataset was created and maintained, social scientists and measurement researchers within the AI bias research field should continue to examine existing training datasets, and work to understand potential blind spots and biases that may already be at work.
6. **Expand AI bias research and mitigation strategies beyond a narrowly technical approach.** Bias issues are long term and structural, and contending with them necessitates deep interdisciplinary research. Technical approaches that look for a one-time “fix” for fairness risk oversimplifying the complexity of social systems. Within each domain – such as education, healthcare or criminal justice – legacies of bias and movements toward equality have their own histories and practices. Legacies of bias cannot be “solved” without drawing on domain expertise. Addressing fairness meaningfully will require interdisciplinary collaboration and methods of listening across different disciplines.

7. **Strong standards for auditing and understanding the use of AI systems “in the wild” are urgently needed.** Creating such standards will require the perspectives of diverse disciplines and coalitions. The process by which such standards are developed should be publicly accountable, academically rigorous and subject to periodic review and revision.

8. **Companies, universities, conferences and other stakeholders in the AI field should release data on the participation of women, minorities and other marginalized groups within AI research and development.** Many now recognize that the current lack of diversity in AI is a serious issue, yet there is insufficiently granular data on the scope of the problem, which is needed to measure progress. Beyond this, we need a deeper assessment of workplace cultures in the technology industry, which requires going beyond simply hiring more women and minorities, toward building more genuinely inclusive workplaces.

9. **The AI industry should hire experts from disciplines beyond computer science and engineering and ensure they have decision making power.** As AI moves into diverse social and institutional domains, influencing increasingly high stakes decisions, efforts must be made to integrate social scientists, legal scholars, and others with domain expertise that can guide the creation and integration of AI into long-standing systems with established practices and norms.

10. **Ethical codes meant to steer the AI field should be accompanied by strong oversight and accountability mechanisms.** More work is needed on how to substantively connect high level ethical principles and guidelines for best practices to everyday development processes, promotion and product release cycles.
Executive Summary

Artificial intelligence (AI) technologies are in a phase of rapid development, and are being adopted widely. While the concept of artificial intelligence has existed for over sixty years, real-world applications have only accelerated in the last decade due to three concurrent developments: better algorithms, increases in networked computing power and the tech industry’s ability to capture and store massive amounts of data.

AI systems are already integrated in everyday technologies like smartphones and personal assistants, making predictions and determinations that help personalize experiences and advertise products. Beyond the familiar, these systems are also being introduced in critical areas like law, finance, policing and the workplace, where they are increasingly used to predict everything from our taste in music to our likelihood of committing a crime to our fitness for a job or an educational opportunity.

AI companies promise that the technologies they create can automate the toil of repetitive work, identify subtle behavioral patterns and much more. However, the analysis and understanding of artificial intelligence should not be limited to its technical capabilities. The design and implementation of this next generation of computational tools presents deep normative and ethical challenges for our existing social, economic and political relationships and institutions, and these changes are already underway. Simply put, AI does not exist in a vacuum. We must also ask how broader phenomena like widening inequality, an intensification of concentrated geopolitical power and populist political movements will shape and be shaped by the development and application of AI technologies.

Building on the inaugural 2016 report, *The AI Now 2017 Report* addresses the most recent scholarly literature in order to raise critical social questions that will shape our present and near future. A year is a long time in AI research, and this report focuses on new developments in four areas: labor and automation, bias and inclusion, rights and liberties, and ethics and governance. We identify emerging challenges in each of these areas and make recommendations to ensure that the benefits of AI will be shared broadly, and that risks can be identified and mitigated.

**Labor and automation:** Popular media narratives have emphasized the prospect of mass job loss due to automation and the widespread adoption of robots. Such serious scenarios deserve sustained empirical attention, but some of the best recent work on AI and labor has focused instead on specific sectors and tasks. While few jobs will be completely automated in the near term, researchers estimate that about a third of workplace tasks can be automated for the majority of workers. New policies such as the Universal Basic Income (UBI) are being designed to address concerns about job loss, but these need much more study.

An underexplored area that needs urgent attention is how AI and related algorithmic systems are already changing the balance of workplace power. Machine learning techniques are quickly being integrated into management and hiring
decisions, including in the so-called gig economy where technical systems match workers with jobs, but also across more traditional white collar industries. New systems make promises of flexibility and efficiency, but they also intensify the surveillance of workers, who often do not know when and how they are being tracked and evaluated, or why they are hired or fired. Furthermore, AI-assisted forms of management may replace more democratic forms of bargaining between workers and employers, increasing owner power under the guise of technical neutrality.

Bias and inclusion: One of the most active areas of critical AI research in the past year has been the study of bias, both in its more formal statistical sense and in the wider legal and normative senses. At their best, AI systems can be used to augment human judgement and reduce both our conscious and unconscious biases. However, training data, algorithms, and other design choices that shape AI systems may reflect and amplify existing cultural assumptions and inequalities. For example, natural language processing techniques trained on a corpus of internet writing from the 1990s may reflect stereotypical and dated word associations—the word “female” might be associated with “receptionist.” If these models are used to make educational or hiring decisions, they may reinforce existing inequalities, regardless of the intentions or even knowledge of system’s designers.

Those researching, designing and developing AI systems tend to be male, highly educated and very well paid. Yet their systems are working to predict and understand the behaviors and preferences of diverse populations with very different life experiences. More diversity within the fields building these systems will help ensure that they reflect a broader variety of viewpoints.

Rights and liberties: The application of AI systems in public and civil institutions is challenging existing political arrangements, especially in a global political context shaped by events such as the election of Donald Trump in the United States. A number of governmental agencies are already partnering with private corporations to deploy AI systems in ways that challenge civil rights and liberties. For example, police body camera footage is being used to train machine vision algorithms for law enforcement, raising privacy and accountability concerns. AI technologies are also being deployed in the very legal institutions designed to safeguard our rights and liberties, with proprietary risk assessment algorithms already being used to help judges make sentencing and bail decisions, potentially amplifying and naturalizing longstanding biases, and rendering them more opaque to oversight and scrutiny.

Privacy rights represent a particularly sensitive challenge for current AI applications, especially in domains like healthcare, where AI is being used to help make diagnoses. For AI to deliver on its promises, it requires large amounts of data, which likely means an increase in data collection, both its scale and granularity. Without contextual knowledge, informed consent, and due processes mechanisms, these systems can create risks that threaten and expose already vulnerable populations.

Ethics and governance: The areas of ethics and governance attempt to address many of the challenges and opportunities identified above. We track the growing
interest in ethical codes of conduct and principles, while noting that these need to be tied more closely to everyday AI design and development. The military use of artificial intelligence takes on a special urgency in the case of lethal autonomous weapons systems.

There are multiple signs of progress in the development of professional and legal ethical codes to govern the design and application of AI technologies. However, in the face of rapid, distributed, and often proprietary AI development and implementation, such forms of soft governance face real challenges. Among these are problems of coordination among different ethical codes, as well as questions around enforcement mechanisms that would go beyond voluntary cooperation by individuals working in research and industry. New ethical frameworks for AI need to move beyond individual responsibility to hold powerful industrial, governmental and military interests accountable as they design and employ AI.

The following report develops these themes in detail, and reflects on the latest academic research. AI is already with us, and we are now faced with important choices on how it will be designed and applied. Most promisingly, the approaches described in this report demonstrate that there is growing interest in developing AI that is attuned to underlying issues of fairness and equality.
Introduction

In July of 2016, Kate Crawford and Meredith Whittaker co-chaired the first *AI Now Symposium* in collaboration with the Obama White House’s Office of Science and Technology Policy and the National Economic Council. The event brought together experts and members of the public to discuss the near-term social and economic impacts of artificial intelligence (AI).¹ AI systems are already being integrated in social, political and economic domains, and the implications can be complex and unpredictable. The now-annual *AI Now Symposium* focuses on AI’s core social implications, bringing together leading experts from across sectors and disciplines with the aim of better understanding how AI systems are already working in the world.

The *AI Now 2016 Symposium* identified instances where AI challenged current thinking about professional responsibilities, decision-making and accountability. Following this, *The AI Now 2016 Report* reflected expert discussion and provided recommendations for future research and policy interventions.²

The *AI Now 2017 Symposium* deepened this examination of the near-term social and economic implications of AI, and the accompanying report provides an overview of the key issues that the 2017 Symposium addressed. These are: 1) Labor and Automation, 2) Bias and Inclusion, 3) Rights and Liberties and 4) Ethics and Governance. In selecting these four themes, we are building on the 2016 report³ and introducing new areas of concern, with close attention to developments that have occurred in the last 12 months.

The first section on Labor and Automation considers the need for a more granular, skills-based, and sectoral approach to understanding AI and automation’s impacts on labor practices. While big questions about what implications automation and AI have for labor overall are still wide open, there are also important questions about the distinct roles that automation and AI will play within specific industries, sectors and tasks - particularly how it will be used as a tool of employee hiring, firing and management. The second section focuses on Bias and Inclusion, a growing concern among those looking at the design and social implications of AI decision-making systems. Here, we address the problem of diversity and inclusion within the AI industry itself. We also share new technical advances

---

¹ As AI pioneers Stuart Russell and Peter Norvig point out, the history of artificial intelligence has not produced a clear definition of AI, but can be seen as variously emphasizing four possible goals: “systems that think like humans, systems that act like humans, systems that think rationally, systems that act rationally.” In this report we use the term AI to refer to a broad assemblage of technologies, from early rule-based algorithmic systems to deep neural networks, all of which rely on an array of data and computational infrastructures. These technologies span speech recognition, language translation, image recognition, predictions and determinations - tasks that have traditionally relied on human capacities across the four goals Russell and Norvig identify. While AI is not new, recent developments in the ability to collect and store large quantities of data, combined with advances in computational power have led to significant breakthroughs in the field over the last ten years. Stuart J. Russell and Peter Norvig, Artificial Intelligence: A Modern Approach, Englewood Cliffs, NJ: Prentice Hall, 1995: 27


³ Ibid.
that help to better understand and mitigate biases that AI systems may perpetuate and even amplify due to biased training data, faulty algorithms or other factors. The third section, on Rights and Liberties, begins by recognizing the recent rise of political authoritarianism, and asks about the role of AI systems in either supporting or eroding citizens’ rights and liberties in areas like criminal justice, law enforcement, housing, hiring, lending and other domains. The last section, on Ethics and Governance, connects AI as we see it today with the history of AI research and development. It also looks at whose concerns are ultimately reflected in the ethics of AI, and how ethical codes and other strategies could be developed in a time of political volatility.

We are in the early stages of a long-term discussion, and accordingly, there are as many new questions as there are answers to the old ones. We hope this report provides a productive grounding in the extraordinary challenges and opportunities of the current moment, and helps spur research and inquiry into the social and economic implications of the turn to AI.

**Labor and Automation**

The editors of *Nature* have argued that we need to match technical AI research funding with “solid, well-funded research to anticipate the scenarios [AI] could bring about, and to study possible political and economic reforms that will allow those usurped by machinery to contribute to society.” The *AI Now Labor Primer* described how forms of automation based on machine learning and robotics have the potential to both increase the productivity of labor and to exacerbate existing inequalities in the distribution of wealth. In an economic context characterized by both low productivity growth and historically high levels of inequality, it will be important to find ways to use AI to promote equality and shared prosperity.

While there is still considerable attention focused on large, structural changes in labor markets and on the economy as a whole, new research has been focusing on specific industries and the impact of AI systems on particular tasks within a profession. This section describes new developments in AI’s application within various labor sectors, and suggests directions that research could productively explore in the future.

**Research by Sector and Task**

At the beginning of 2017, the McKinsey Global Institute (MGI) released a report looking at specific workplace tasks and whether they were more or less susceptible to automation, specifically those involving “predictable physical” activities and those involving data collection or processing. While relatively few current jobs can be totally automated with

---


today’s technology, MGI estimates that 60 percent of all occupations have the potential for about a third of their activities to be automated. In a similar vein, analysts in Deloitte’s Human Capital division predict a future where human skills will be “augmented” through “collaboration” with machines capable of performing routine tasks.

To prepare for these changes, it will be essential that policymakers have access to robust data on how advances in machine learning, robotics and the automation of perceptual tasks are changing the nature and organization of work, and how these changes manifest across different roles and different sectors. This data will be necessary for any robust policy proposal. However, a recent report from the National Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine identifies a lack of such data, finding existing federal statistical data limited in its capacity to answer these questions. The report recommends new multidisciplinary and qualitative research methods to capture present and future transformations in work.

A series of economic studies have begun to investigate the effects of robots on labor markets from an empirical perspective. A 2015 paper by George Graetz and Guy Michaels used new data from the International Federation of Robots to estimate changes in productivity and employment due to robot adoption, finding increases in productivity and slightly lowered working hours for low and middle-skilled workers. Using the same data, Daron Acemoglu and Pascual Restrepo analyzed developments in labor markets across the United States from 1990 to 2007. They estimated that the number of jobs lost due to robots during this period ranged from 360,000 to 670,000, and that this trend could accelerate with a more intensive adoption of automation across sectors. Model assumptions play an important role in these empirical analyses and will need to be continually tested against employment data. To this end, Management Professor and former Senior Economist at the White House Council of Economic Advisers Robert Seamans argues that even more fine-grained, company-level data will be necessary to understand whether AI and automation systems are replacing or complementing human workers.

---

7 Ibid., 5-6.
12 For instance, economists at the Economic Policy Institute argue that Restrepo and Acemoglu’s estimates of unemployment were localized and that the media distorted their conclusions regarding job loss while also ignoring productivity increases. See: Lawrence Mishel and Bivens, “The Zombie Robot Argument Lurches on: There Is No Evidence That Automation Leads to Joblessness or Inequality” (Washington, DC: Economic Policy Institute, May 24, 2017), http://www.epi.org/publication/the-zombie-robot-argument-lurches-on-there-is-no-evidence-that-automation-leads-to-joblessness-or-inequality/.
AI and the Nature of Work

While the displacement of entire occupations, such as taxi or truck drivers, is clearly an important concern, AI is also transforming a wide range of occupations and roles. Across sectors, automated management and hiring technologies are being introduced, promising to increase worker productivity and flexibility, but also exposing workers to new forms of monitoring, manipulation and control. This changes labor processes and power relations. Further research on this topic is needed to address how AI is transforming the nature of work itself, and how these transformations are manifesting for specific occupations within specific sectors.

Luke Stark and Alex Rosenblat’s research with Uber drivers suggests one model for this approach. By listening to drivers, they identified algorithmic forms of management used by the company. While its driver platform, which acts as a kind of remote management console, helps make more efficient use of driver time in this digital “matching market,” the platform also exposes fundamental informational asymmetries between worker and platform owner. For example, drivers have about 15 seconds to accept ride requests via the platform, and are not shown the rider’s destination. With drivers in the dark, they don’t know when they will accept short, unprofitable fares. Meanwhile, Uber furthers its own goal of providing near-instantaneous service to all prospective riders. Because Uber designs the platform and can change it at will, conflicts of interest between worker and platform owner are systematically settled in favor of Uber via the platform itself, not collective bargaining or other processes that allow for worker participation. This flatly contradicts any argument that the platform is “neutral.” It will be interesting to see what comes of the recent New York administrative law judge’s ruling, which classified Uber drivers as “employees” under New York law, contrary to Uber’s claims otherwise.

Of course, asymmetrical forms of workplace management and control long predate AI. The task for researchers is to determine specifically what makes AI-powered asymmetries different from other forms of monitoring, such as Taylorist scientific management and the audit culture of total quality control. One clear difference is Al’s reliance on workplace surveillance and the data it produces, and thus the normalization of workplace surveillance

\[17\] Rosenblat and Stark, “Algorithmic Labor and Information Asymmetries,” 3762.
practices. Such systems provide employers with expansive and often invasive data about the workplace behaviors of their employees. It is this data that AI-powered management systems rely on to generate insights. As AI-driven management becomes more common, so will the data collection and worker surveillance practices on which it relies. Worryingly, this employee monitoring is not necessarily limited to the workplace, and can spill into private life, such as with fitness trackers, ubiquitous productivity apps, or company-issued smartphones equipped with monitoring features.

While we might assume this would be held in check by privacy laws and existing policy, Ifeoma Ajunwa, Kate Crawford and Jason Schultz published a study of existing legal frameworks, assessing if there are any meaningful limits on workplace surveillance. They found very few, some of which are already under threat from the Trump administration.22 This degree of 24/7 surveillance has the potential to transform key features of prior management systems, potentially in ways workers won’t be aware of or have a say in. Employers could easily use machine learning techniques to identify behavioral patterns both during and outside of work hours, and then exploit these one-sided insights to increase profits and manipulate behaviors, with potentially negative effects for workers.

Uber’s platform demonstrates how workers are directly and indirectly manipulated in service of instant customer gratification. The company wants to keep up the number of available cars, even during times of low demand when drivers make less money. To address this, the ride-sharing company drew on behavioral economic research about the psychological tendency of taxi workers to set round earnings goals and stop working when they reach them.23 Uber, with access to vast real-time data about driver activities, can quickly test such theories, using machine learning to identify exploitable behavioral patterns, even at an individual level. Uber discovered that drivers quickly abandon mental income targets in favor of working at times of high demand. To combat this tendency, Uber sent tailored nudge messages24 to drivers indicating when they are close to revenue target during times when it was advantageous for Uber to keep its drivers on the road.25 Until a recent feature in The New York Times, drivers were unaware that they were subjects in a large behavioral experiment that sought to modify their actions to benefit the company’s goals. Given the opacity of these systems, there may be many more such experiments that

22 Ifeoma Ajunwa, Kate Crawford and Jason Schultz, “Limitless Worker Surveillance,” California Law Review 105, No. 3 (June 1, 2017).
24 The use of “nudge” as a more technical, policy-oriented term has emerged out of work in the decision and choice sciences, most influentially that of behavioral economist Richard Thaler and the legal scholar Cass Sunstein, who headed the Obama administration’s Office of Information and Regulatory Affairs. They, in turn, draw on psychological studies of how people make decisions under conditions of uncertainty and avoid errors due to heuristics—like an earnings goal—and biases. These were first identified by the influential psychologists Amos Tversky and Daniel Kahneman. V.:Richard H. Thaler and Cass R. Sunstein, Nudge: Improving Decisions About Health, Wealth, and Happiness (New York: Penguin Books, 2009); Amos Tversky and Daniel Kahneman, “Judgment under Uncertainty: Heuristics and Biases,” Science 185, No. 4157 (September 27, 1974): 1124–31, doi:10.1126/science.185.4157.1124.
workers and the public will never know about.

This case illustrates how AI management might differ from past forms of incentive-based control. As companies gather more data on their workers, they no longer need to rely on generalized psychological theories or human-to-human assessments of merit. They can instead exploit information asymmetries to identify behavioral patterns at the individual level and nudge people toward the most profitable activities for the platform owners, even when these operate against the best interests of workers themselves. By selectively exploiting workers’ behavior, often without workers’ consent or even knowledge, these technologies have the potential to make workers complicit in their own exploitation. To address these emerging imbalances of workplace power, it will likely be necessary for unions, labor rights advocates and individual workers to participate in the design of worker platforms. It will also likely be necessary to give workers a democratic voice in shaping both whether and how they are monitored and how machine learning techniques will be used to process such data. This is a rich area of research and design for the technical architects of AI management systems, labor organizers and advocates to explore.

AI management systems also provide new and invasive methods for evaluating employees and making retention decisions. For example, the employee monitoring firm Veriato captures information from nearly any task a worker performs on a computer, from browsing history to email and chat, even taking periodic screenshots of workers’ monitor displays. The firm’s software aggregates this information, then uses machine learning to detect anomalous behaviors. The program can then send warning messages to employees who deviate from the norm.\(^{26}\) What the consequences of such deviance are for workers is up to the employer. And this isn’t all. Veriato’s software also offers features to score email and chats for sentiment using natural language processing. Language that their program determines to be “negative” is interpreted by the company as an indication of a productivity risk, or of an employee who is getting ready to leave the company. Similarly, another company, Workday, assigns employees individualized risk score based on 60 factors.\(^{27}\) Many employees who use a work-issued computer or mobile are already subject to this type of monitoring and software-driven ranking and assessment. Additionally, many of them likely have no idea that their value as an employee is being determined in part by software systems scoring everything from the emotional content of their emails to their frequency of accepting meeting requests.

Beyond employee surveillance, the combination of customer surveillance and AI has the potential to turn previously stable employment in sectors like food service and retail into a form of gig work. So-called scheduling software has allowed retailers to switch from standard shifts to a more “on call” model, based on algorithmic predictions about whether customers will be in a store at a given time. While the use of such software can cut an employer’s costs by reducing staff during off-peak customer hours, as Solon Barocas and


\(^{27}\) Ibid.
Karen Levy have observed, it is “highly destabilizing” for workers who never know ahead of time whether or not they will be called in for work. The use of predictive scheduling software, whether by gig employers like Uber or more traditional employers, collapses work-life boundaries. It also puts workers at risk of over- or underwork, gives workers little to no control over shift times, and provides them with little ability to predict income flows or to plan ahead for things like child care or a second job. Recognizing the negative impacts that such precarious schedules can have on workers, the Oregon state Senate and House recently passed a bill mandating that large employers in retail, manufacturing and hospitality provide workers a written estimate of their schedule at least 7 days before the start of the work week. Barring a veto from the state’s Governor, Oregon will join New York, San Francisco and Seattle, who have also passed laws mandating predictable scheduling.

The increasing role of AI and automation within various labor sectors has the potential to revise our understanding of labor and our expectations of goods and services. As consumers grow accustomed to dealing with automated systems, there is a potential to ignore or devalue the human labor that remains essential in many instances. The AI Now 2016 Labor Primer emphasized that AI often demands “human caretakers” — these vary, from workers who maintain and repair data centers to moderators who check the results of even the most sophisticated computer vision algorithms. Since the AI Now 2016 Labor Primer, Facebook has announced the hiring of 3,000 workers to monitor its live video streaming services for violence, exploitation and hate speech. This is both an acknowledgement that AI systems don’t always do the work as intended, and an example of how essential human work happening behind the scenes of complex systems is often invisible. Not surprisingly, this work tends to be outsourced to countries where wages are very low. How will such maintenance and repair work be valued by consumers who have been led to believe that such services are entirely automated? How will companies that promote themselves as fully automated “AI magic” treat and recognize workers within these systems? Additionally, how will this lack of visibility impact workers’ ability to organize and shape their own working conditions?

Managers too, will need to rethink how they formulate goals and use data, while acknowledging the limits and risks of automated systems. Michael Luca, Jon Kleinberg, and Sendhil Mullainathan argue that these systems can miss contextual details and may not

---

provide clear reasoning for decisions. They advise managers to ask employees and stakeholders to articulate concerns with such systems; more democratic input can often improve performance. Similarly, they recommend that diverse data inputs be used in pursuit of long-term goals and values, instead of focusing too narrowly on low-hanging fruit, which can often produce unintended consequences, like clickbait in search of social media engagement.33

Inequality and Redistribution

What happens to workers after their jobs have been automated? The potential for AI systems to exacerbate inequality has been widely acknowledged. To address what to do about it, some are turning to models of resource redistribution, and to the idea of a universal basic income (UBI). The past year has seen a number of high-profile experiments in redistributive social welfare, based on assumptions that AI and automation will require resource distribution not explicitly tied to the sale of individual labor. Some of the most visible efforts have come from governments and private actors running small trials where people receive direct cash transfers in the form of a basic income stipend. It bears noting that payments made as a part of these experiments cannot be considered “universal” insofar as they are provided to a limited number of people. Thus, while these experiments can gather informative data that tells us about individual reactions to the receipt of such funds, they cannot account for the society-wide impact of a universal payment. For example, in April of 2017, the government of Ontario began a UBI pilot research program with 4,000 participants that will provide up to C$16,989 per year for a single person and C$24,027 per year for a couple, less 50 percent of any earned income.34 Y Combinator, a Silicon Valley-based startup incubator, began a one-year UBI pilot study in Oakland in which one hundred families will receive $1,000 to $2,000 per month over the course of a year.35 Y Combinator president (and OpenAI co-chairman) Sam Altman explicitly references job displacement due to technology as a motivating factor for UBI research.36 While UBI remains a politically contentious idea with significant variations in approach and implementation, it is currently one of the most commonly proposed policy responses to AI-driven job losses, and as such deserves close assessment.

Bias and Inclusion

The word “bias” has multiple meanings that intersect with AI applications in ways that can overlap and occasionally contradict each other. This can add unnecessary confusion to what is a critically needed domain of research. In statistics—used in many machine learning

Exploiting?

“bias” has a specific meaning that differs from the popular and social scientific definitions. For example, the idea of “selection bias” refers to errors in estimation that result when some members of a population are more likely to be sampled than others. So when a machine learning program trained to recognize, say, faces of a particular racial group is applied to larger or more diverse populations, it may produce biased results in the sense of having a lower measure of accuracy.

The word “bias” also has normative meanings in both colloquial and legal language, where it refers to judgement based on preconceived notions or prejudices, as opposed to the impartial evaluation of facts. Impartiality is a core value of many legal systems and governs many legal processes, from juror selection to the limitations placed on judges. For example, in the United States the Sixth Amendment to the Constitution mandates a right to an impartial jury and the Fourteenth mandates equal protection under the law. This sense of the word bias is closely linked to normative and ethical perspectives on fairness, and the idea that different groups should be treated equally.

When examining technical systems, there can be a temptation to, or vested interest in, limiting discussion of bias to the first more ‘neutral’ statistical sense of the term. However, in practice there is rarely a clear demarcation between the statistical and the normative definitions: biased models or learning algorithms, as defined statistically, can lead to unequal and unfair treatments and outcomes for different social or racial groups.

The danger of bias increases when these systems are applied, often in non-transparent ways, to critical institutions like criminal justice and healthcare. The social sciences and critical humanities have decades of research on bias within social systems that have much to offer the current debate on bias in AI and algorithmic systems. Since AI Now is deeply interested in the social and political implications of AI, this report will use the word “bias” in its broader, normative sense in the following section, while acknowledging its close relationship with statistical usages.

While the potential impact of such biases are extremely worrying, solutions are complicated. This is in part because biased AI can result from a number of factors, alone or in combination, such as who develops systems, what goals system developers have in mind during development, what training data they use, and whether the the systems work well for different parts of the population. This section addresses the latest research on bias in AI and discusses some of the emerging strategies being used to address it.

Where Bias Comes From

AI systems are taught what they “know” from training data. Training data can be

incomplete, biased or otherwise skewed, often drawing on limited and non-representative samples that are poorly defined before use. Such problems with training data may not be obvious, as datasets may be constructed in non-transparent ways. Additionally, given that humans must label much of the training data by hand, human biases and cultural assumptions are transmitted by classification choices. Exclusion of certain data can, in turn, mean exclusion of sub-populations from what AI is able to “see” and “know.” While pernicious, these biases are difficult to find and understand, especially when systems are proprietary, treated as black boxes or taken at face value. Computer scientists have noted that the complexity of machine learning systems not only must face difficulties in interpreting opaque, unsupervised models, but may also take on “technical debt” that makes maintenance and improvement costly—leading to situations where bias may be difficult to identify and mitigate.

Non-representative collection of data can also produce bias. Data is expensive, and data at scale is hard to come by. Thus, those who want to train an AI system are drawn to the use of easily available data, often crowd-sourced, scraped, or otherwise gathered from existing user-facing apps and properties. This type of data can easily privilege socioeconomically advantaged populations, those with greater access to connected devices and online services. These same types of bias can also exist when data is collected from particular groups and not others. A recent example comes from an experiment by OpenAI in which a year’s worth of messages from the discussion forum Reddit were used as data to train an AI model to “speak.” Reddit is itself a skewed sub-population of internet users, and this experiment can give us a sense of the types of bias that can occur when a small,
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nonrepresentative group is used as a stand-in for the whole.

Problems may also result from the disconnect between the context in which an AI system is used and the assumptions built into the AI system when it was designed. A group of researchers recently assessed how AI-based mapping apps often provide indirect routes to some users as a way to accomplish traffic load-balancing. The system will not be able to tell when the person asking for directions is driving to the hospital in an emergency. Such decontextualized assumptions can put non-consenting and unaware populations at risk while providing little opportunity for direct input.50

While widely acknowledged as a problem, bias within and beyond AI is difficult to measure. Unintended consequences51 and inequalities are by nature collective, relative and contextual, making measurement and baseline comparisons difficult.52 Information biases in particular are difficult to measure, given the many possible reference points in context: content, users, ranking and access.53 There is potential for both over- and under-counting biases in measurement of distributions given the limits on observable circumstances for individuals, problems with population gaps and possible measurement errors.54

Given the difficulty (and sometimes even technical impossibility) of understanding exactly how AI systems have reached a given decision,55 bias is often only revealed by demonstrating an inequality in outcomes, post-hoc. Examples of this are familiar from recent news stories. Julia Angwin’s ProPublica piece on Northpointe’s racially-biased COMPAS system, used to make sentencing decisions in courts across the United States, is an exemplar of the genre. Similarly, Bloomberg found that Amazon’s same-day delivery service was bypassing ZIP codes that are predominantly black. This decision may have been made for many reasons, but its result was racial bias.56

The AI Field is Not Diverse

Bias can also emerge in AI systems because of the very narrow subset of the population that design them. AI developers are mostly male, generally highly paid, and similarly

technically educated. Their interests, needs, and life experiences will necessarily be reflected in the AI they create. Bias, whether conscious or unconscious, \textsuperscript{58} reflects problems of inclusion and representation. The lack of women and minorities in tech fields, and artificial intelligence in particular, is well known.\textsuperscript{59} But this was not always the case. Early programming and data entry work was characterized as secretarial, and was female-dominated. These women were themselves called "computers," and they were often undercompensated and rarely credited.\textsuperscript{60} All the while, they were responsible for things like maintaining sophisticated systems that targeted bomb strikes in World War II and tabulating decades of census data.\textsuperscript{62}

The history of AI reflects this pattern of gender exclusion. The 1956 Dartmouth Summer Research Project on Artificial Intelligence, which initiated the concept of artificial intelligence,\textsuperscript{63} was exclusively attended by men. Pioneering work in natural language processing and computational linguistics, key to contemporary AI systems, has been credited to male colleagues and students rather than to Margaret Masterman, who founded the Cambridge Language Research Unit and was one of the leaders in the field.\textsuperscript{64} Intentional exclusion and unintentional “like-me” bias is responsible for a continued lack of demographic representation within the AI field and within the tech industry for women, Hispanics, and African Americans.\textsuperscript{65}

Gender and racial disparities among developer cohorts in tech companies are even more skewed than the demographics of students or academics. In the United States, women make up about 18 percent of computer science (CS) graduates, yet only 11 percent of computer engineers are female. African Americans and Hispanics represent only 11 percent of total technology sector employees although they comprise 27 percent of the overall population.\textsuperscript{66} Representation in the U.S. context has wide reaching implications, given that 33 percent of knowledge and technology intensive (KTI) jobs worldwide are U.S. based and those firms contribute 29 percent of global GDP, of which 39 percent are U.S. based.\textsuperscript{67} Efforts to address gender biases in Google Ad Settings, revealed in 2015,\textsuperscript{68} have failed to
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stop inequality in presentation of STEM job ads, even when language in ads are controlled for gender-neutral language.

AI is not impartial or neutral. Technologies are as much products of the context in which they are created as they are potential agents for change. Machine predictions and performance are constrained by human decisions and values, and those who design, develop, and maintain AI systems will shape such systems within their own understanding of the world. Many of the biases embedded in AI systems are products of a complex history with respect to diversity and equality.

Recent Developments in Bias Research

In the year since the Al Now 2016 Symposium, there has been a bumper crop of new research on bias in machine learning. One promising development is that many of these studies have reflexively used AI techniques to understand the the ways by which AI systems introduce or perpetuate unequal treatment.

New research on word embeddings has shown the ways in which language, as it is used within our complex and often biased social contexts, reflects bias. Word embeddings are set of natural language processing techniques that map the semantic relationship between words, creating a model that predicts which words are likely to be associated with which. Researchers looking at word embeddings showed that predictable gendered associations between words, such as “female” and “queen” are reflected in the models, as are stereotypes, such as “female” and “receptionist,” while “man” and typically masculine names are associated with programming, engineering and other STEM professions.

Such biases have daily, real-world impacts. Recent analysis of search results and advertisements similarly reveals persistent gendered, racial and cultural biases.


New work has also highlighted the way in which AI poses risks of significant bias-driven impacts in the educational context, where K-12 educators subject children to treatment, discipline and tracking decisions based on AI-determined characterizations of their abilities and behaviors.\textsuperscript{76} Analysis of large data sets reflecting STEM education in K-12 classrooms reveals racial disparities in disciplinary actions and recommendations for advanced coursework. These data, along with the biases they reflect, are very likely to be used to train these educational AI systems, which would then reproduce and further normalize these biases.

In a study that examined the potential for bias, the Human Rights Data Analysis Group demonstrated how commonly used predictive policing system PredPol, were it used in Oakland, CA, would reinforce racially-biased police practices by recommending increased police deployment in neighborhoods of color.\textsuperscript{77} Decades of policing research has shown that foot patrols and community rapport decrease policing biases, while studies of “driving while black” and “hot spots” illustrate biases in routine strategies.\textsuperscript{78} New technologies appear to prevent the former and amplify the latter, reproducing the most extreme racial stereotyping.

Legal scholarship has also explored the applications of machine testimony at criminal trials,\textsuperscript{80} among many possible instances identified in which these skewed systems and biased data could negatively impact human lives due to reproducing stereotypes, with the added challenge that the systems are poorly understood and proprietary.

When bias is embedded in AI health applications, it can have an incredibly high cost. Worriedly, data sets used to train health-related AI often rely on clinical trial data, which are historically skewed toward white men, even when the health conditions studied primarily affect people of color or women.\textsuperscript{81} Even without AI amplifying such biases, African Americans with sickle cell anemia are overdiagnosed and unnecessarily treated for diabetes based on insights from studies that excluded them.\textsuperscript{82} The prevalence of biases when combined with opacity and inscrutability leads to a lack of trust in AI currently being


developed for neuroscience and mental health applications. The prospect of misdiagnosis or improper treatment leading to patient death motivates some to avoid AI systems entirely in the health context.

Emerging Strategies to Address Bias

There is an urgent need to expand cultural, disciplinary and ethnic diversity within the AI field in order to diminish groupthink, mitigate bias and broaden intellectual frames of reference beyond the purely technical. While some have suggested that AI systems can be used to address diversity problems at companies, if AI development is not inclusive, the success of such a bootstrapped approach is doubtful. There have been positive developments prompting inclusion within the AI community, such as Fei-Fei Li’s SAILORS summer camp, a program that helps high school girls acquire comfort and experience with AI. Similarly, the Association of Computing Machinery (ACM) increasingly recognizes the need to address algorithmic bias and emphasize diversity. Various conferences have also sought to explore accountability and transparency issues surrounding AI and algorithmic systems as a way to better understand and evaluate biases. Among conferences, the Fairness, Accountability, and Transparency in Machine Learning (FAT/ML and now FAT*) Conferences are notable for a focus on technical research and experimentation dedicated to making AI more inclusive, legible and representative.

While steps are being made to understand and combat bias in some sectors, bias can also be profitable. Insurance and financial lending have long discriminated for their financial advantage, choosing to serve the least risky and, sometimes, leaving the most vulnerable behind. AI systems are now being used to make credit and lending decisions. When underwriting decisions are made by AI systems trained on data that reflects past biased practices and calibrated to detect nuanced signals of “risk,” creditors will be able to make more profitable loans while leaving those in precarious situations behind. Due to misaligned interests and the information asymmetry that AI exacerbates in these industries, new incentives for fairness and new methods for validating fair practices need
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to be developed.⁹¹

Part of the fundamental difficulty in defining, understanding and measuring bias stems from the contentious and conceptually difficult task of defining fairness. Tradeoffs are inherent in the adoption of particular fairness definitions, possibly perpetuating particular biases in the service of addressing others.⁹² Recent efforts have sought to implement fairness by mathematically specifying social norms and values, then using those specifications as constraints when training AI systems.⁹³ While these are hopeful developments, none of these methods cleanly solve the problem of bias. Understanding AI not as a purely technical implementation, but as a contextually-specific combination of norms, technical systems and strategic interests is an important step toward addressing bias in AI.⁹⁴ There continues to be a deep need for interdisciplinary, socially aware work that integrates the long history of bias research from the social sciences and humanities into the field of AI research.

Rights and Liberties

In the period since the *AI Now 2016 Symposium*, the global political landscape has shifted considerably. The election of Donald Trump is part of a larger wave of populist political movements across the globe, and shares with these a number of hallmark traits. In governing, populists seek to delegitimize political opposition—from opposition parties to institutions like the media and the judiciary—and to crack down on perceived threats to the imagined homogeneous people they claim to represent.⁹⁵ While regional instantiations vary, they share an opposition to existing political elites and a nationalist, anti-pluralist approach that claims a moral imperative to represent a silent majority.

The election of Emmanuel Macron in France and the gains by Labour in the UK may indicate a coming backlash to the global populist wave, but given the strong showing from Germany’s far-right Alternative für Deutschland party in their 2017 elections, this is by no means certain.

It remains necessary to ask how AI systems are likely to be deployed in governing, and how
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they might be used within populist and authoritarian contexts. What effects will these systems have on vulnerable individuals and minorities? How will AI systems be used by law enforcement or national security agencies? How will AI’s use in the criminal justice system affect our understanding of due process and the principle of equal justice under the law? How might complex AI systems centralize authority and power? This section examines these questions, describes applications of AI that pose challenges to rights and liberties, and touches on the technical and normative frameworks we might construct to ensure AI can be a force for good in the face of our contemporary political realities.

Population Registries and Computing Power

In political contexts where minorities or opposition points of view are seen as threats to an imagined homogeneous “people,” information technology has been used to monitor and control these segments of a population. Such techno-political projects often build on older colonial histories of censuses and population registries, as well as racialized modes of surveillance and control rooted in the Atlantic slave trade and the plantation system. In *Dark Matters*, Simone Browne connects this deep history of surveillance to contemporary biometric techniques of governing black bodies.

The Book of Life registry project in apartheid South Africa is a useful modern example. In that project, which ran from 1967 to 1983, IBM assisted South Africa in classifying its population by racial descent. This system was used to move all so-called ‘non-white citizens’ from their homes into segregated neighborhoods. The Book of Life was plagued by technical and operational problems and eventually abandoned. However, as Paul Edwards and Gabrielle Hecht note, “technopolitical projects do not need to fully achieve their technical goals in order to ‘work’ politically... The registries ‘worked’ to establish racialized personal identities as elements of governance.” As Kate Crawford has recently argued, registries like the Book of Life were reinforcing a way of thinking that was itself autocratic.

More recent computerized registries like The National Security Entry-Exit Registration System (NSEERS) proliferated in the United States and among its allies following the attacks of September 11, 2001. NSEERS centralized documentation for non-citizens in the United States who hailed from a list of 25 predominantly Muslim countries that the Bush administration deemed dangerous. As with the Book of Life, NSEERS’ effectiveness in its
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stated goal of stopping domestic terrorism was questionable, and it was dismantled in the final days of the Obama administration (although the data collected by the program still exists). 102 Consistent with Edwards’ and Hecht’s analysis, NSEERS set into motion state projects of Muslim surveillance and deportation. 103

The history and political efficacy of registries exposes the urgent need for lines of research that can examine the way citizen registries work currently, enhanced by data mining and AI techniques, and how they may work in the future. 104 Contemporary AI systems intensify these longer-standing practices of surveillance and control. Such systems require the collection of massive amounts of data, which is now possible at large scale via the Internet and connected devices. When these practices are carried out by private enterprise in addition to states, as we will discuss in the next section, they introduce new forms of value extraction and population control unregulated and often unacknowledged by current legal frameworks. 105

Corporate and Government Entanglements

It remains critically important to understand the history of AI and its shifting relationship to the state. In the mid-twentieth century, advanced computing projects tended to be closely associated with the state, and especially the military agencies who funded their fundamental research and development. 106 Although AI emerged from this context, its present is characterized by a more collaborative approach between state agencies and private corporations engaged in AI research and development. As Gary Marchant and Wendell Wallach argue, governance has expanded far beyond both governmental institutions and legal codes to include a wide range of industry standards and practices that will shape how AI systems are implemented. 107

Palantir—co-founded by Trump supporter and advisor Peter Thiel with seed money from the CIA’s venture capital fund In-Q-Tel—typifies this dynamic. 108 Gotham, Palantir’s national security and government software, allows analysts to easily combine, query and visualize structured and unstructured data at large scales. 109 AI can now be used in Palantir products for activities such as lead generation, including a bank’s ability to identify
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anomalous credit card activity for fraud protection. More advanced capabilities are available to national security clients as well. How rights and liberties need to be understood and reconfigured in the face of opaque public-private AI systems is still an open question.

Immigration and law enforcement are critical within this debate. In the United States, Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE) is expanding its technological reach through tools like Investigative Case Management (ICM), a platform that allows agents to access a wide variety of previously separate databases, including information on a suspect’s “schooling, family relationships, employment information, phone records, immigration history, foreign exchange program status, personal connections, biometric traits, criminal records and home and work addresses.” This is another Palantir system, first procured by the Obama administration in 2014 and scheduled to become operational late in 2017.

Other law enforcement agencies are currently integrating AI and related algorithmic decision-support systems from the private sector into their existing arsenals. Axon (formerly Taser International) is a publicly traded maker of law enforcement products, including their famous electroshock weapon. The company has now shifted toward body camera technologies, recently offering them for free to any police department in the U.S. In 2017, Axon started an AI division following their acquisition of two machine vision companies. Among their goals is to more efficiently analyze the over 5.2 petabytes of data that they have already acquired from their existing camera systems. Video expands Axon’s existing Digital Evidence Management System, signaling a larger shift beyond machine learning and natural language processing of textual sources. Axon CEO Rick Smith has argued that the vast scale of existing law enforcement data could help drive research in machine vision as a whole: “We’ve got all of this law enforcement information with these videos, which is one of the richest treasure troves you could imagine for machine learning.”

There are real concerns about the forms of bias embedded in these data sets, and how they would subsequently function as training data for an AI system.

There are some who argue in favor of body camera and machine vision systems for supporting civil liberties, including enhanced law enforcement transparency and accountability. Axon promises that its AI techniques will reduce the time officers currently spend on report-writing and data entry. However, Axon’s new focus on
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predictive methods of policing—inspired by Wal-Mart’s and Google’s embrace of deep learning to increase sales—raises new civil liberties concerns. Instead of purchasing patterns, these systems will be looking for much more vague, context-dependent targets, like “suspicious activity.” Behind appearances of technical neutrality, these systems rely on deeply subjective assumptions about what constitutes suspicious behavior or who counts as a suspicious person.

Unsurprisingly, machine vision techniques may reproduce and present as objective existing forms of racial bias. Researchers affiliated with Google’s Machine Intelligence Group and Columbia University make a compelling comparison between machine learning systems designed to predict criminality from facial photos and discredited theories of physiognomy—both of which problematically claim to be able to predict character or behavioral traits simply by examining physical features. More generally, Cathy O’Neil identifies the potential for advanced AI systems in law enforcement to create a “pernicious feedback loop”—if these systems are built on top of racially-biased policing practices, then their training data will reflect these existing biases, and integrate such bias into the logic of decision making and prediction.

Ethical questions of bias and accountability will become even more urgent in the context of rights and liberties as AI systems capable of violent force against humans are developed and deployed in law enforcement and military contexts. Robotic police officers, for example, recently debuted in Dubai. If these were to carry weapons, new questions would arise about how to determine when the use of force is appropriate. Drawing on analysis of the Black Lives Matter movement, Peter Asaro has pointed to difficult ethical issues involving how lethal autonomous weapons systems (LAWS) will detect threats or gestures of cooperation, especially involving vulnerable populations. He concludes that AI and robotics researchers should adopt ethical and legal standards that maintain human control and accountability over these systems.

Similar questions apply in the military use of LAWS. Heather Roff argues that fully autonomous systems would violate current legal definitions of war that require human judgment in the proportionate use of force, and guard against targeting of civilians. Furthermore, she argues that AI learning systems may make it difficult for commanders to even know how their weapons will respond in battle situations. Given these legal, ethical
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and design concerns, both researchers call for strict limitations on the use of AI in weapons systems.

While predictive policing and the use of force have always been important issues, they take on new salience in populist or authoritarian contexts. As AI systems promise new forms of technical efficiency in the service of safety, we may need to confront a fundamental tension between technological efficiency and a commitment to ideals of justice.

**AI and the Legal System**

The legal system is the institution tasked with defending civil rights and liberties. Thus, there are two separate questions to consider regarding AI and the legal system: 1) Can the legal system serve the rights-protection functions it is expected to when an AI system produces an unfair result? And, 2) How and where (if at all) should the legal system incorporate AI?

Scholars like Kate Crawford and Jason Schultz have identified a series of conflicts between AI techniques and constitutional due process requirements, such as how AI techniques affect procedural considerations and equal justice under the law. The proliferation of predictive systems demands new regulatory techniques to protect legal rights. Danielle Citron and Frank Pasquale argue that safeguards to rights should be introduced at all stages of the implementation of an AI system, from safeguarding privacy rights in data collection to public audits of scoring systems that critically affect the public in areas like employment and healthcare.

In a similar vein, Andrew Selbst has argued that an impact assessment requirement can force those building and buying AI systems to make explicit the normative choices they are making before implementing them. And as Lilian Edwards and Michael Veale have pointed out, the new EU General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) includes a requirement for data protection impact assessments, the import of which is unclear as yet. There is also a rapidly emerging scholarly debate about the value of requiring an explanation or interpretation of AI and machine learning systems as a regulatory technique to ensure individual rights, how to operationalize such a requirement, whether such a
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requirement presently exists under the GDPR and more generally how competing interpretations or explanations might be technically formulated and understood by different stakeholders.

The criminal justice system’s implementation of risk assessment algorithms provides an example of the legal system’s use of AI and its attendant risks. Proponents of risk-based sentencing argue that evidence-based machine learning techniques can be used in concert with the expertise of judges to improve the accuracy of prior statistical and actuarial methods for risk forecasting, such as regression analysis. Along these lines, a recent study by computer scientist Jon Kleinberg, Sendhil Mullainathan, and their co-authors showed that a predictive machine learning algorithm could be used by judges to reduce the number of defendants held in jail as they await trial by making more accurate predictions of future crimes.

While algorithmic decision-making tools show promise, many of these researchers caution against misleading performance measures for emerging AI-assisted legal techniques. For example, the value of recidivism as a means to evaluate the correctness of an algorithmically-assigned risk score is questionable because judges make decisions about risk in sentencing, which, in turn, influences recidivism – or, those assessed as “low risk” and subsequently released are the only ones who will have an opportunity to re-offend, making it difficult to measure the accuracy of such scoring. Meanwhile, Rebecca Wexler has documented the disturbing trend of trade secret doctrine being expressly adopted in courts to prevent criminal defendants from asserting their rights at trial.

Sandra Mayson has recently written on risk assessment in the bail reform movement. Well-intentioned proponents of bail reform argue that risk assessment can be used to spare poor, low-risk defendants from onerous bail requirements or pretrial incarceration. Such arguments tend to miss the potential of risk assessment to “legitimize and entrench problematic reliance on statistical correlation, and to “[lend such assessments] the aura of scientific reliability.” Mayson argues that we also need to ask deeper questions about
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how pretrial restraints are justified in the first place. In other words, policymakers who hope to employ risk assessment in bail reform and pretrial forms of detention need to publicly specify what types of risks can justify these such restraints on liberty, as defendants receiving these scores have not been convicted of anything and these restraints are not imposed on dangerous individuals in the rest of society.

Separately, criminologist Richard Berk and his colleagues argue that there are intractable tradeoffs between accuracy and fairness—the occurrence of false positives and negatives—in populations where base rates (the percentage of a given population that fall into a specific category) vary between different social groups. Difficult decisions need to be made about how we value fairness and accuracy in risk assessment. It is not merely a technical problem, but one that involves important value judgments about how society should work. Left unchecked, the legal system is thus as susceptible to perpetuating AI-driven harm as any other institution.

Finally, machine learning and data analysis techniques are also being used to identify and explain the abuses of rights. Working with human rights advocates in Mexico, the Human Rights Data Analysis Group created a machine learning model that can help guide the search for mass graves.  

### AI and Privacy

AI challenges current understandings of privacy and strains the laws and regulations we have in place to protect personal information. Established approaches to privacy have become less and less effective because they are focused on previous metaphors of computing, ones where adversaries were primarily human. AI systems’ intelligence, as such, depends on ingesting as much training data as possible. This primary objective is adverse to the goals of privacy. AI thus poses significant challenges to traditional efforts to minimize data collection and to reform government and industry surveillance practices.

Of course, privacy as a “right” has always been unevenly distributed. Rights-based discourses are regularly critiqued as being disproportionately beneficial to the privileged while leaving many vulnerable populations partially or entirely exposed. Yet what is different with AI and privacy is that while individualistic and rights-based conceptualizations of privacy remain important to some of the systems at work today, computational systems are now operating outside of the data collection metaphors that privacy law is built on. We are in new terrain, and one that 20th century models of privacy are not designed to contend with.

For example, privacy discourse has not sufficiently accounted for the growing power asymmetries between the institutions that accumulate data and the people who generate
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that data, even as they are approaching threshold levels which may make these asymmetries very hard to reverse. Models of privacy based on data as a tradable good fail to contend with this power difference. People cannot trade effectively with systems they do not understand, particularly when the system understands them all too well and knows how to manipulate their preferences. Additionally, adaptive algorithms are changing constantly, such that even the designers who created them cannot fully explain the results they generate. In this new model of computational privacy adversaries, both power and knowledge gaps will continue to widen. We must ask how ‘notice and consent’ is possible or what it would mean to have ‘access to your data’ or to ‘control your data’ when so much is unknown or in flux.

There has also been a shift in the quality of the data used for AI. In order to help develop sophisticated diagnostic models, designers often seek to use inputs that are extremely sensitive in nature. For example, in the case of DeepMind’s partnership with the UK’s National Health Service, the company acquired large amounts of very sensitive public health data. Even though this data may have been required for some of the project’s goals, the resulting backlash and government censure illustrates the emerging tensions related to the AI industry’s use of such data and the current limits of democratic processes to address questions of agency, accountability and oversight for these endeavors.

The expansion of AI into diverse realms like urban planning also raises privacy concerns over the deployment of IoT devices and sensors, arrayed throughout our daily lives, tracking human movements, preferences and environments. These devices and sensors collect the data AI requires to function in these realms. Not only does this expansion significantly increase the amount and type of data being gathered on individuals, it also raises significant questions around security and accuracy as IoT devices are notoriously insecure, and often difficult to update and maintain.

AI’s capacity for prediction and inference also adds to the set of privacy concerns. Much of the value that AI offers is the ability to predict or “imagine” information about individuals and groups that is otherwise difficult to collect, compute or distribute. As more AI systems are deployed and focus on ever-more granular levels of detail, such “predictive privacy harms” will become greater concerns, especially if there are few or no due process constraints on how such information impacts vulnerable individuals. Part of the promise of predictive techniques is to make accurate, often intimate deductions based on a seemingly-unrelated pieces of data or information, such as detecting substance abusers from Facebook posts, or identifying gang members based on Twitter data. Significant
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shifts are needed in the legal and regulatory approaches to privacy if they are to keep pace with the emerging capacities of AI systems.

Ethics and Governance

So far, this report has addressed issues of power, markets, bias, fairness and rights and liberties – all subjects closely tied to ethics. This section presents a distinct discussion of ethics in the uses, deployment and creation of AI.

Ethical questions surrounding AI systems are wide-ranging, spanning creation, uses and outcomes. There are important questions about which set of values and interests are reflected in AI, as well as how machines can recognize values and ethical paradigms. An important distinction in this area is between what is called ‘machine ethics’ and the wider domain of the ethics of AI. Machine ethics is more narrowly and explicitly concerned with the ethics of artificially intelligent beings and systems; Isaac Asimov’s laws of robotics are one example that captured the popular imagination. AI ethics concerns wider social concerns about the effects of AI systems and the choices made by their designers and users. Here, we are mostly concerned with the latter approach.

AI is certainly not unique among emerging technologies in creating ethical quandaries, and, similar to other computational technologies, AI ethics have roots in the complex history of military influence on computing development and the more recent commercialization and corporate dominance of networked technologies. Yet ethical questions in AI research and development present unique challenges in that they ask us to consider whether, when and how machines should to make decisions about human lives - and whose values should guide those decisions.

Ethical Concerns in AI

Articulating ethical values for AI systems has never been simple. In the 1960s, AI pioneer Joseph Weizenbaum created the early chatbot system ELIZA as a technical demonstration of a system capable of maintaining an interrogative “conversation” with a human counterpart. Rudimentary as it was by today’s standards, some psychologists adopted it as a tool for treatment, much to the creator’s concern and dismay. In response, Weizenbaum raised ethical concerns around our reflexive reliance and trust in automated systems that may appear to be objective and “intelligent,” but are ultimately simplistic and prone to error.
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Currently there are heated debates about whether AI systems should be used in sensitive or high-stakes contexts, who gets to make these important decisions, and what the proper degree of human involvement should be in various types of decision-making. These are ethical questions with a longstanding history. In examining these questions, we must also look at the power dynamics of current AI development and deployment – and the way in which decision-making, both by AI systems and the people who build them, is often obscured from public view and accountability practices.

Just in the last year, we’ve learned how Facebook mines user data to reveal teenagers’ emotional state for advertisers, specifically targeting depressed teens. Cambridge Analytica, a controversial data analytics firm that claims to be able to shift election results through micro-targeting, has been reported to have expansive individual profiles on 220 million adult Americans, and fake news has been instrumented to gain traction within algorithmically filtered news feeds and search rankings in order to influence elections. There are now multiple approaches for using machine learning techniques to synthesize audio- and video-realistic representations of public figures and news events. Each of these examples shows how the interests of those deploying advanced data systems can overshadow the public interest, acting in ways contrary to individual autonomy and collective welfare, often without this being visible at all to those affected.

AI Reflects Its Origins

The U.S. military has been one of the single most influential institutions in shaping modern AI, with DARPA’s funding of AI being among the most visible. Indeed, AI has historically been shaped largely by military goals, with its capabilities and incentives defined by military objectives and desires. AI development continues to be supported by DARPA and other national defense agencies, particularly in the area of lethal autonomous weapons systems, as discussed above.

However, current research into AI technology is highly industry-driven, with proprietary systems supplementing military-funded classified systems and AI research increasingly
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taking place in closed-door industry settings, often without peer review or oversight. Accordingly, user consent, privacy and transparency are often overlooked in favor of frictionless functionality that supports profit-driven business models based on aggregated data profiles. While there are those advocating for clearer laws and policies, the ambiguous space in which information rights are governed does not clearly regulate in favor of individual control over personal technologies or online services.

The make up of AI researchers – what is and is not considered “AI research” – also has a history which influences the current state of AI and its ethical parameters. Beginning with the Dartmouth Conference in 1956, AI researchers established a male-dominated, narrowly-defined community. The boundaries of participation in the AI community were relatively closed, and privileged mathematics, computer science and engineering over perspectives that would provide for a more rigorous discussion of AI’s ethical implications. Producing technologies that work within complex social realities and existing systems requires understanding social, legal and ethical contexts, which can only be done by incorporating diverse perspectives and disciplinary expertise.

**Ethical Codes**

While decades of AI research have cited Asimov’s three laws of robotics, and some applied AI systems have been designed to comply with biomedical ethics, the tools that have been available to developers to contend with social and ethical questions have been relatively limited. Ethical codes are gradually being developed in the AI research space, as we discuss below, but they are necessarily incomplete: they will always need to evolve in ways that are sensitive to the rapidly changing contexts and conditions in which AI systems are deployed. These codes constitute one form of soft governance, where industry standards and technical practices serve as alternatives to more traditional “hard” forms of government regulation and legal oversight of AI. As AI systems are woven through a growing number of domains, the needs for such a contextually-anchored approach to ethics and governance only grows.

Two related problems have emerged: there is no tracking of adherence to ethical guidelines or soft governance standards in the AI industry, and we have not developed ways to link the adherence to ethical guidelines to the ultimate impact of an AI systems in
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the world.

Examples of intertwined practice and ethics can be found in the biomedical uses of AI. Bioethics already offers a series of standards, values and procedures, along with enforcement and accountability mechanisms. But how these should apply to medical AI systems is often unclear, and researchers have been tracking the disparities. This is also true of privacy requirements, which, given modern AI’s capability to make very personal inferences given only limited data, are increasingly insufficient. Where ethical standards aimed at protecting patient privacy have been proposed, some biomedical researchers have rejected them, seeing them as an impediment to innovation.

A more intentional approach to ethics is needed, and some are working toward this. Teaching ethics to practitioners is one such example. The Blue Sky Agenda for AI Education, a collection of ideas for ethics education in AI, seeks democratization of AI education and emphasizes inclusiveness in development toward the goal of respecting the values and rights of diverse populations. But education is not enough. Opportunities must open up for ethics to be integrated in early stage design, and incentives for designing and implementing AI ethically must be built into the companies and institutions currently driving development.

Ethical values and norms around accountability, social and political responsibility, inclusion and connectivity, legibility and security and privacy are embedded in every system via their default settings, whether intentionally or not. Often, these invisibly-embedded values reflect the status quo, the context and interests of their developers, and matters of convenience and profit. Once set, these implicit values are hard to change for a variety of reasons, even as they tend to shape the capabilities and roles of systems within various lived contexts. Ethical codes should work to ensure that these
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values are expressly designed into AI systems through processes of open and well-documented decision-making that center the populations who will be most affected.

While nascent, efforts to address these concerns have emerged in recent years. A series of White House reports under President Obama examined tensions between social interests and ethical values on one hand, and business and industry objectives on the other. \(^{173}\) Recent soft governance efforts from IEEE, \(^{174}\) The Future of Life Institute, \(^{175}\) the ACM \(^{176}\) and the Oxford Internet Institute \(^{177}\) have produced principles and codes of ethics for AI. Perspectives from diverse industry and intellectual leaders are often reflected in these documents. While these are positive steps, they have real limitations. Key among these is that they share an assumption that industry will voluntarily begin to adopt their approaches. They rarely mention the power asymmetries that complicate and underlie terms like “social good,” and the means by which such a term would be defined and measured. The codes are necessarily limited in what they address, how much insider information they have access to and what mechanisms would be used for monitoring and enforcement. \(^{178}\) While these efforts set moral precedents and start conversations, \(^{179}\) they provide little to help practitioners in navigating daily ethical problems in practice \(^{180}\) or in diagnosing ethical harms, \(^{181}\) and do little to directly change ethics in the design and use of AI. \(^{182}\)

### Challenges and Concerns Going Forward

Current framings of AI ethics are failing partly because they rely on individual responsibility, placing the onus of appropriate information flow with users and concentrating decision-making power in individual AI developers and designers. \(^{183}\) In order to achieve ethical AI systems in which their wider implications are addressed, there must be
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institutional changes to hold power accountable. Yet, there are obvious challenges to this approach, such as disagreement about the risks of AI, the potential for greenwashing ethical AI as a superficial marketing strategy rather than a substantive commitment, the practical challenges of stopping unethical AI research designed to privilege the interests of a few over the many and the current economic system within which the incentives driving AI development are embedded. In addition, the effective invisibility of many of these systems to the people on whom they act, the obscurity of their algorithmic mechanisms, the ambiguity of their origins and their inescapable pervasiveness make public discourse difficult and opting-out impossible. The responsibility to strive for better outcomes thus falls squarely on creators and regulators, who are only beginning to establish dialogue even as there are few incentives for change and significant tension between ethics and “compliance.”

This brings us to the wider political landscape in which AI is being created in the U.S.: how will the Trump administration affect the use of these technologies? Prior to the election, over 100 technology sector leaders articulated their priorities: “freedom of expression, openness to newcomers, equality of opportunity, public investments in research and infrastructure and respect for the rule of law. We embrace an optimistic vision for a more inclusive country where American innovation continues to fuel opportunity, prosperity and leadership.” President Trump’s policies do not reflect these priorities. Rather, there has been significant defunding of research, an increase in deportations, and heightened screening of personal communications and social media at national borders, among many other concerning policy shifts. Simply put, it does not appear that the current administration can be counted on to support the creation and adoption of ethical frameworks for AI.

Conclusion

AI systems are now being adopted across multiple sectors, and the social effects are already being felt: so far, the benefits and risks are unevenly distributed. Too often, those effects simply happen, without public understanding or deliberation, led by technology companies and governments that are yet to understand the broader implications of their technologies once they are released into complex social systems. We urgently need rigorous research that incorporates diverse disciplines and perspectives to help us measure and understand the short and long-term effects of AI across our core social and economic institutions.

Fortunately, more researchers are turning to these tasks all the time. But research is just the beginning. Advocates, members of affected communities and those with practical domain expertise should be included at the center of decision making around how AI is deployed, assessed and governed. Processes must be developed to accommodate and act on these perspectives, which are traditionally far removed from engineering and product development practices. There is a pressing need now to understand these technologies in the context of existing social systems, to connect technological development to social and political concerns, to develop ethical codes with force and accountability, to diversify the field of AI and to integrate diverse social scientific and humanistic research practices into the core of AI development. Only then can the AI industry ensure that its decisions and practices are sensitive to the complex social domains into which these technologies are rapidly moving.